Protection of Assets Manual
The Body of Knowledge in Security

The Must-Have Reference for:
- Corporate security departments
- Security services companies
- Chief Security Officers
- ASIS certification candidates
- Academic programs in security
- Security consultants
- Anyone with responsibility for security
Comprehensive Information and Guidance—All in One Place

Today’s security is a complex responsibility involving high-risk exposure, countermeasures, and unpredictable events. To meet increased demands for security responsibility and accountability, you need one central resource for extensive, reliable information in order to develop successful outcomes, from the simple to the complex.

The Protection of Assets Manual (POA) is the only reference covering the body of knowledge in security from A-Z. Written in concise, clear language and organized for quick information retrieval, the POA is a comprehensive, four-volume library spanning more than 3,500 pages and 56 subject areas. Since it was first published in 1974, the POA has been the security industry’s “go to” reference for primary source material in all major areas of security.

The POA is designed exclusively for security professionals and others responsible for any aspect of designing, implementing, and monitoring a corporate security program, regardless of size. It is the one-of-a-kind reference where accurate, reliable, specialized information on any security problem can be found.

Turn to the POA to:
• Create or revise your security program
• Make decisions with confidence
• Increase your productivity
• Implement best practices
• Prepare for ASIS certification exams
A vast library at your fingertips…

Expert Answers to Real-Life Security Questions

This powerful library is packed with wide-ranging content covering security standards, policies, best practices, procedures, and guidelines that comprise the profession’s body of knowledge. With its expansive content all in one place, the POA saves time and extends your resources by providing quick, authoritative answers to the questions you face every day.

Peer-Reviewed Editorial Content

The POA is authored and edited by the world’s leading security authorities. All editorial content is reviewed and critically evaluated by ASIS board-certified security practitioners before it is accepted for publication. Peer review is the method used to ensure that published information is of the highest quality. The POA’s long tradition of reliability means you can depend on accurate information you can use and trust.

Continually Updated Content

The POA is continually updated with information about recent developments and advancements in security, including coordinating content with security standards and guidelines published by ASIS. Fully revised chapters are issued periodically to ensure that you’ll always have access to the most current information. Stay up-to-date with the most timely, relevant information in today’s rapidly changing security industry.

Strategic Guidance on Security Issues

The POA not only provides reliable information about policies and procedures, but also offers thoughtful analysis and strategic guidance on security issues that matter most to you. Draw upon insights and practical advice from the experts. Follow step-by-step instructions to develop new initiatives. Prepare your own operational plans based on suggested model policies. Tap into the best knowledge and expertise in the field to help you solve problems and chart the right course.

Timesaving Productivity Tools

The POA also includes timesaving tools, checklists, worksheets, and forms to help you plan and organize your work more effectively. These useful productivity tools can be easily adapted to your own needs to help you better manage projects and address long-term challenges. Use these resources to be certain the information you need to be aware of, and reminded of, is available quickly and concisely.

One-stop shopping for your security needs.
Topics Span the Entire Body of Knowledge in Security

- Access Control and Identification
- Administrative Management
- Aviation Facilities
- Background Screening
- Bombs and Bomb Threats
- CCTV and Imaging Technology
- Consultants as a Protection Resource
- Costs and Loss Reporting
- Cybersecurity
- Dogs in Asset Protection
- Due Diligence
- Emergency Management
- Ethics
- Evidence
- Executive Protection
- Financial Management
- High Rise Structures and Life Safety
- Information Systems
- Interview and Interrogation
- Investigations Management
- Physical Security Planning
- Protecting Proprietary Information
- Security and Labor Relations
- Security Aspects of OSHA
- Security Officer Operations
- Security Officer Training
- Substance Abuse in the Workplace
- System Design and Specifications
- Systems Integration
- Terrorism
- Testimony
- Theft and Fraud Prevention
- Transportation Security
- Workplace Violence
- And more!

Note: U.S. and Canadian legal sections are included for all subscribers.
Four Convenient Subscription Options

Both a fully searchable electronic reference and a user-friendly print reference give you two fast ways to find expert solutions to the security challenges you face every day. Your subscription to the POA entitles you to receive e-mail notification of updates and online access to revisions.

1. **Electronic**: Browse and perform targeted searches from your desktop. Subscribers receive 24/7 online access for a full year. *Item #1024E*

2. **Print**: Get the advantages of print in a four-volume, loose-leaf binder set. Includes one year of revisions mailed quarterly. *Item #1024*

3. **Combined Print & Electronic**: One print and one electronic subscription purchased together are available at a 20-percent discount from the cost of each purchased separately. *Item #1024PE*

4. **Electronic Site License**: A cost-effective solution available to organizations with multiple users. Call +1.412.741.1495 for details and pricing.

### One-Year Subscription

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Print or Electronic</th>
<th>Combination Print and Electronic</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>ASIS Member</strong></td>
<td>$485</td>
<td>$775</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Nonmember</strong></td>
<td>$690</td>
<td>$1,100</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Prices subject to change without notice*  
*Shipping charges additional*

**Subscribe today!**

[www.protectionofassets.com](http://www.protectionofassets.com)  
+1.412.741.1495

Discover why the *POA* has been security’s most trusted and authoritative reference for more than 30 years.
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